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Executive Summary
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) commissioned Apadmi to
conduct a study to identify and map the security and privacy requirements set by official,
manufacturer-supported and third-party app stores based on information found or
signposted when creating an app. This included noting whether information, including
feedback, is provided by an app store on app features to support developers when building
an app. The study also focused on identifying and capturing what security and privacy
training resources are provided by the app stores to developers. It is important to
acknowledge that some app store processes may have changed since this research was
completed in August 2021.

In order to collect the required information, Apadmi created a set of basic mobile apps which
contained 12 key features relating to security and privacy. The apps were submitted to 11
chosen app stores for iOS, Android and Windows, to enable the collection of all available
relevant information. Apadmi also developed a classification criteria in order to effectively
assess the security and privacy information presented by the stores during this process. A
brief overview of the various classifications are set out below (definitions are on page 6):

● Active Information
● Passive Information
● Blocked Information
● Paid Information
● Information Not Available

The feedback generated from the Apple App Store, Google Play Store and Microsoft Store
was largely classified as Passive Information (67% - 75%). This is because, with the
exception of adding a digital signature to the app, developers are not prompted or guided by
the app stores during the upload process. Also, the requirements for the vast majority of the
features are not signposted during the app development process. Instead developers are
required to find this information within the developer documentation and app store policies.

Samsung, Huawei and Amazon app stores were classified as Information Not Available for
83% of the categories. All three of these stores provided guidance on the app’s Privacy Policy
but no specific guidance on privacy-related features. The Samsung and Huawei stores
offered feedback related to digitally signing apps, whilst the Amazon store provided
documentation related to advert tracking. For all other categories these stores relied on the
developer finding the documentation provided by Google.

The third-party app stores Aptoide, GetJar and APKPure were awarded the Information Not
Available classification for every category (100%) as they did not offer any feedback or
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provide any documentation related to security or privacy. The third-party app stores Cydia
and UpToDown were awarded the Information Not Available classification for almost all
categories (92%). The only exception was related to adding a digital signature to the app as
they presented feedback if the app had not been signed correctly. However, they provide no
further information or documentation. All five third-party app stores rely on the
documentation provided by Apple in Cydia’s case and Google in the other cases.

The biggest limitation of this study was not submitting the app for final review and therefore
approval by the app stores. From experience, Apadmi knew that additional feedback related
to security and privacy would be offered when the app was submitted for review by Apple,
Google and Microsoft. This may also be the case for the other app stores tested for this
report, however Apadmi cannot verify this.

When investigating what training resources were provided in relation to the app features we
were testing, the report found that Apple provides developer documentation with code
examples and best practices. We were able to search for the feature title and access the
information. Apple also has a website dedicated to learning resources, including links to1

ebooks, videos and certification. There are videos from all of Apple’s previous World Wide
Developer Conference (WWDC) events. They have an area devoted to security and privacy.2 3

Google provides developer documentation with code examples and best practices, plus
tutorials and certification programs for a range of Android features like network security,
permissions, logging and more. They hold an annual conference called Google I/O where4

new or improved features (as well as improvements to privacy and security) for Android are
outlined. Workshops are provided for developers to learn how to implement new features5

and the website is updated with written information about any changes. Microsoft has a
website dedicated to providing support when building Windows apps. These include get6

started guides and videos. They also have a YouTube channel covering various topics for
developers. None of the other eight app stores provided any training material related to7

security or privacy.

Ultimately, the study has shown that all app stores have chosen not to build their platforms
in a way that provides feedback to developers from the outset or directly signposts them to
the app feature requirements. Instead, the onus is on the developer to search for information

7 YouTube - Microsoft developer: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsMica-v34Irf9KVTh6xx-g
6 Microsoft developer - Get started: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/
5 Google events: https://events.google.com/io/?lng=en

4 Google CodeLabs: https://codelabs.developers.google.com/?cat=android

3 Apple developer - privacy and security:
https://developer.apple.com/videos/frameworks/privacy-and-security

2 Apple developer - videos: https://developer.apple.com/videos/
1 Apple developer - curriculum: https://developer.apple.com/learn/curriculum/
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about best practices and app requirements and ultimately build an app in its entirety before
receiving any feedback on whether it conforms to the standards set out by the app stores.

Introduction
DCMS is working with the National Cyber Security Centre to assess where Government
intervention can help protect users of app stores. This project is focused on identifying and
mapping what documentation and feedback is provided by app store operators to
developers during the app development process, specifically in terms of security and privacy
content. This includes capturing any documentation and feedback provided by app store
operators which sets out what responsibilities are currently placed on app developers for
ensuring that appropriate security and privacy is built into apps.

It is not possible to comprehensively identify the full range of app security and privacy
requirements set by app store operators for developers through open source research.
Therefore, DCMS engaged Apadmi, a UK-based multi-award-winning mobile-first digital
agency, to create a basic app and go through the app development process to identify the8

documentation, feedback and responsibilities set out by 11 app stores (list provided below):

● Google Play Store
● Apple App Store
● Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal
● Huawei AppGallery
● Amazon Appstore
● Microsoft Store
● Cydia
● Aptoide
● GetJar
● AltStore9

● APKPure

Methodology

In order to perform this study, a team of three developers was set-up with each assigned
responsibility for one platform (iOS, Android and Windows). The team used their extensive
experience developing and releasing mobile apps to compile a list of 12 features that would

9 This list was amended during the study, with AltStore being replaced by UpToDown. Further
information on this is set out below in the Limitations section.

8 Apadmi has 12 years of experience of developing apps for a wide range of organisations, and their
experience of submitting the apps to the official app stores.
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capture all relevant information linked to the privacy and security within each app store for
evaluation. Project management and technical oversight, such as advice on how to develop
an app to cover each platform and feature, was in place throughout the project. Over the
period of nine calendar weeks from 7th July to 9th August 2021, the following process was
carried out across the 11 app stores to capture all necessary information for this report.

Where relevant, code was developed for each feature to reach the minimum level of
functionality required to enable that particular feature. This code was then peer reviewed to
confirm that the code did in fact meet this minimal level of functionality and then it was
stored in a Git repository. Where screenshots have been used to support a classification,
they have come from those repositories unless otherwise noted. Apadmi also referenced the
app store's developer documentation when implementing each feature for any information
relevant to the report. After testing each feature across the selected app stores, Apadmi
assigned each store a classification of how it informed developers of requirements and best
practice and provided guidance. Each feature was developed to the minimum level required
to enable it.

Where feasible, in addition to ‘best practice’ code, deliberately less ‘robust’ coding was
included in an attempt to trigger feedback and guidance from the app stores. The app was
then uploaded to each platform’s app store with feedback being recorded of what
information, if any, was given.

Identifier Classification Description

Active
Information

● This classification indicates that a clear path to
relevant documentation was provided to the developer.

Passive
Information

● This classification indicates that a clear path to
relevant documentation was not provided to the
developer.

● The onus was on the developer to actively search for
the relevant documentation and know the correct
search terms to use.

Blocked
Information

● This classification indicates that the developer was
required to register or certify to access relevant
documentation.

● The information can be either Active or Passive and it is
assumed that the developer has already registered as
an iOS, Android or Windows developer.

Paid
Information

● This classification indicates that the developer was
required to make a monetary payment to access the
relevant documentation.
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● A monetary hindrance, in the context of this report, is
judged to be more likely to stop a developer accessing
information than registration, and is therefore classified
separately to the Blocked Information classification.

● The information can be either Active or Passive and it is
assumed that the developer has already paid any fees
required to be an iOS, Android or Windows developer.

Information
Not Available

● This classification indicates that the required
information did not exist in any available form or the
information provided is not sufficient by itself to allow
the user to carry out their desired action.

Apadmi noted any relevant information that was either not present in the documentation, or
was limited by the scope of the project. They also used third-party websites to gather some
reference information, links to which have been included in the footnotes.

In both cases however, this information was not used to inform the classification given, but
was undertaken to inform DCMS’s broader project. The classifications used are shown in the
above table. The phrase ‘relevant documentation’ is used to indicate documentation relating
to app security and privacy.

In order to determine what training resources were provided for each feature, Apadmi
searched the developer websites and training materials for keywords matching the title of
the category and used the documentation there to report on.

Limitations

The main limitation this study faced was that the app was not submitted for final review by
the app stores. Apadmi’s experience of developing apps for the Microsoft, Google and Apple
app stores indicates that these organisations have decided to set-up their platforms to only
provide feedback on an app’s privacy and security features once it is sent for final review
rather than whilst the app is being built. Apadmi does not have prior experience of
developing apps for the other stores, therefore the company is unable to confirm whether
these platforms similarly provide feedback once an app is sent for final review.

Also, Cydia and AltStores have no actual ‘store’, but pull files from multiple repositories
instead. As there is no official record of all these repositories, we could not gather all the
information regarding submitting apps to these repositories. Therefore, Apadmi included the
UpToDown store to ensure that further comparisons could be made between official and
third-party app stores.
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Glossary

API An Application Programming Interface (API) is a software
interface that allows a program to access functionality offered
by a separate program.

APK Android Package (APK) is the Android application package file
format used by the Android operating system for the
distribution and installation of mobile apps.

CA A Certificate Authority (CA) is an independent trusted entity that
issues digital certificates that confirm the ownership of the keys
used in encryption.

Digital Signature A Digital Signature provides a way of verifying the authenticity
of a file, such as a document, message or application.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a communication
protocol that is used to connect to servers on a remote or local
network.

HTTPS HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is an extension to
HTTP that is used for secure communication on a remote or
local network.

IPA iOS App Store Package (IPA) - an iOS application archive file
which stores an iOS app. Each .ipa file includes a binary and can
only be installed on an iOS or iPadOS device.

JAR Java Archive (JAR) is a file format typically used to combine
files required for an application into one easily distributable file.

SDK A Software Development Kit (SDK) is a collection of software
tools and programs that can be used by developers to create an
application that supports specific functionality.

TLS Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a cryptographic protocol that
is used by HTTPS to provide security when communicating over
a remote or local network.

UWP Universal Windows Platform (UWP) is a platform for creating
client applications that can target any device that supports
Windows 10.
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Chapter 1: Overview of the app
stores
This section provides an overview of the model of each app store that was tested within this
report.

Google Play Store

The Play Store is owned and operated by Google, who also own the Android operating
system. This app store has the highest number of Android apps, it comes preinstalled on
Android devices and is the official app store for the majority of Android devices sold in the
UK.

The Google Play Store has twelve main policy headings within its Policy Center, each with
subsections. These policies outline the standards an app must meet to be able to be listed
on the Play Store. When an app is sent for the final review phase, Google will refer back to
these policies when considering accepting or rejecting an app.10

The main policy headings are: “Restricted Content”, “Impersonation”, “Intellectual Property”,
“Privacy, Deception and Device Abuse”, “Monetisation and Ads”, “Store Listing and Promotion”,
“Spam and Minimum Functionality”, “Malware”, “Mobile Unwanted Software”, “Families”, “Other
Programs” and “Enforcement”.

Google provides developer documentation with code examples and best practices, plus
tutorials, courses and certification programs for a range of Android features like network
security, permissions, logging and more. ,11 12

Google recently announced its Google Career Certificates program that includes an13

Android Developer Certification. However, at the time of writing the course does not include14

any content related to security or privacy.

Google holds an annual conference called Google.io where new or improved features for
Android are outlined, and where any new improvements to privacy and security within
Android are announced.15

15 Google events: https://events.google.com/io/?lng=en
14 Google training: https://grow.google/androiddev/#
13 Google training: https://grow.google/certificates/#
12 Android developer courses: https://developer.android.com/courses

11 Google CodeLabs: https://codelabs.developers.google.com/?cat=android

10 Android developers blog:
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2015/03/creating-better-user-experiences-on.html
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Workshops are provided for developers to learn how to implement new features and the
website is updated with written information about any changes.

Google Play Store Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the Google Play Store a wizard outlines three steps
developers must take.

Step one is to confirm they have read the Google Play Store policies and to provide the
following app information:

● Title
● Short description
● Full description
● Screenshots
● App graphic
● Regions in which the app will be available

Step two is to upload the release APK file and release notes to the Play Store console under
the release tab section. Step three is to send the release for review by Google engineers who
will review the app’s features and will test that the app meets the standards set out in the
Google Policy pages. As outlined in the Limitations section this step was not taken.

Amazon Appstore

The Amazon Appstore is a manufacturer-supported app store which allows developers to
host Android apps. The store is where an app’s APK file is uploaded and the app information
entered. The store has a policy center with the following main policy headings:
'Family-Friendly Environment', 'Offensive Content', 'Pornography', 'Illegal Activity',
'User-Generated Content', 'Malicious Behaviour and Security Violations', 'Gambling with Real
Currency', 'Privacy/Publicity Infringement' and 'Country or Region-Specific Restrictions'.

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

Amazon Appstore Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the Amazon Appstore, developers are required to provide the
following information about the app:

● App title
● App Category
● Customer support email
● Country availability
● Whether the app is paid or free
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● Display title
● Short description
● Long description
● Product feature bullet list
● Icons
● Screenshots
● Content rating

Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal

The Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal is a manufacturer-supported app store which allows
developers to host Android apps. The store is where an app’s APK file is uploaded and the
app information entered. The store has a policy center with the following main policy
headings: 'Functionality', 'Usability', 'Meta Data', 'Hardware compatibility', 'Sexual Content',
'Violence', 'Alcohol, tobacco, and drugs', 'Defamation and vulgarity', 'Games and gambling',
'User-generated content', 'Advertisements', 'Privacy', 'Intellectual property (copyright, trademark
etc.)', 'Kids category' and 'Miscellaneous'.

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal developers are
required to provide the following information about the app:

● App Title
● Description
● Icon
● Screenshots
● Category
● Age Restrictions
● Supported Language
● Support email
● Country Region / Price
● Select Publication Date
● Accept US Exports Laws

Huawei AppGallery

The Huawei AppGallery is a manufacturer-supported app store which allows developers to
host Android apps. The store is where an app’s APK file is uploaded and the app information
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entered. The store has a policy center with the following main policy headings: 'App
Information', 'App Security', 'App Functions', 'App Content', 'In-App Ads', 'App Payment', 'User
Privacy', 'Intellectual Property Rights' and 'Developer's Behaviour'.

The store has a training section but it currently does not provide training materials for16

developers covering privacy or security.

Huawei AppGallery Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the Huawei AppGallery, developers are required to provide the
following information about the app:

● Language
● App Name
● Full Introduction
● Brief Introduction
● Icon
● Visual Assets
● Category
● Country Region For Release
● App Payment Type
● Content Rating

Aptoide

Aptoide is a third-party store which allows developers to host Android apps. A policy center
for this app store was not found, so it is unclear how the app store's review process would
work. A privacy policy for the app store itself was available.17

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

Aptoide Configuration

When uploading an APK file to Aptoide developers are required to provide the following
information about the app:

● Application Name

17 Aptoide privacy policy: https://en.aptoide.com/company/legal?section=privacy
16 Huawei developer: https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/training/
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GetJar

GetJar is a third-party store which allows developers to host Android apps. A policy center
for this app store was not found, so it is unclear how the app store’s review process would
work. A privacy policy for the app store itself was available.18

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

GetJar Configuration

When uploading an APK file to GetJar developers are required to provide the following
information about the app:

● Application Name
● List Description
● Text Description
● Screenshots
● Icons
● Category
● Build Name
● Select Target

UpToDown

The UpToDown app store is a third-party store which allows developers to host Android
apps. A policy center for this app store was not found, so it is unclear how the app store’s
review process would work. A privacy policy for the app store itself was not found.

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

UpToDown Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the UpToDown store, developers are required to provide the
following information about the app:

● Name
● Operating System
● Select Category
● Screenshots
● Descriptions

18 GetJar privacy policy: https://www.getjar.com/info/privacy/
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In contrast to other app stores, this information appears to be optional until the app is sent
for review.

APKPure

The APKPure store is a third-party store which allows developers to host Android apps.
There is no developer documentation for implementing features for this store.

The store provides policies through the policy center, but the content of the policies is not as
detailed as the Google Play Store.

The policy headings are: 'Sexual Content', 'Hate Speech ', 'Violence', 'Sensitive Events', 'Bullying
and Harassment', 'Dangerous Products', 'Marijuana' and 'Tobacco and Alcohol'.

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

APKPure Configuration

When uploading an APK file to the APKPure store developers are required to provide the
following information about the app:

● Package name
● Type
● Category
● Icon
● Content rating
● Privacy policy URL
● Title
● Short description
● Description
● Screenshots
● Feature graphic
● Youtube URL

After providing the app information, the developer can then upload an APK file in the release
tab of the APKPure console. They can then choose to send the app for review by APKPure
reviewers who review the app’s features and test that the app meets the standards set out in
the policy pages.

Apple App Store

The Apple App Store is the official app store for iOS. Apple has a ‘walled garden’ approach to
their ecosystem and every app installed from the app store goes through Apple’s stringent
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review policy. Apple provides all the developer tools , documentation and support through19 20

its developer and App Store Connect websites.

The App Store Review Guidelines are the main source of guidance when submitting an app
to the Apple App Store and they cover the following areas: 'Safety', 'Content', 'Performance',
'Payments', 'Copyright', 'Privacy', 'Data Use' and 'Intellectual Property'.

Apple have a Learn to code website which offer ebooks and certification for developers21

who wish to learn how to write iOS apps. Apple also provides all previous video sessions
from their WWDC events which show how to use the latest APIs. There is also a section on
their website regarding security and privacy training.22

Cydia

Cydia is a third-party app store for iOS which requires the target device to be jailbroken (and
thus voiding the device’s warranty). Once jailbroken, the device can install any app from the
Cydia store.

Jailbreaking includes more freedom to customise the device in ways not allowed by Apple,
and being able to install and use apps that fall outside Apple’s acceptability guidelines -
which has associated security risks.

The Cydia store is an aggregation of apps posted to several third-party repositories. A
third-party repository is an external website which hosts the IPA files that are submitted.

The largest third-party repository is called Big Boss Repository, which has the following
repository upload rules:

● “You must own the project and be the developer and rights-holder of the content
submitted.”

● “No porn or adult apps. No swagbucks style apps where the user makes you money by
shopping with your ID.”

● “Screenshots for any GUI affected are required. If you don’t provide screenshots, your
submission could be delayed.”

● “Make sure your app is signed with Idid and properly built. We recommend you build
with Theos but you can use whatever you want as long as you test in a jailbroken iOS
environment.”

22 Apple developer - privacy and security:
https://developer.apple.com/videos/frameworks/privacy-and-security

21 Apple developer - learn: https://developer.apple.com/learn/curriculum/
20 Apple developer - documentation: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/
19 Apple developer - Xcode: https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
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Apadmi were unable to upload an app to these repositories because the Cydia app store only
has a final review and submission process. We have not developed apps for Cydia and
therefore cannot comment if this submission process provides any feedback or error
messages to the developer.

The store does not provide any training materials covering privacy or security.

Alt Store

Alt Store is similar to Cydia in that it allows apps to be installed on an iOS device from a
source other than the App Store. Alt Store uses a computer program to transfer these IPA
files to the device without needing to jailbreak it.

The advantages are the same as Cydia, including more freedom to use apps which fall
outside Apple’s acceptability guidelines. However again, these apps have associated security
risks.

During the production of this report however, this app store was identified as incompatible
with the chosen methodology. At the time of this report only two apps are available for
download on the store. There was no way to upload or submit an app to Alt Store as its
primary function is to side-load apps onto an iOS device (that is, to install an app from a
third-party source without the App Store, and in this case without jailbreaking). Alt Store
requires the user to download software to a computer, and allows them through this
software to download app IPA files from anywhere on the internet and put them onto their
device. An appropriate substitute iOS app store was not identified to replace Alt Store in this
report.

Microsoft Store

The Microsoft Store is the official store for Windows applications and is the primary means
of distributing UWP apps.23

Windows apps were traditionally installed directly from third parties, however the Microsoft
Store aims to provide a centralised source, similar to the Apple App Store or Google Play
Store. This adds extra security precautions such as code signing and a permissions model
which were previously not available to Windows apps.

23 Microsoft developer - What’s a Universal Window Platform (UWP) app?:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/universal-application-platform-guide
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Microsoft Store Policies

The Microsoft Store Policies are the main source of guidance when submitting applications
to the store. They outline a range of product policies covering the following topics: "Security",
"Privacy", "Advertising", "Personal Information", "Notifications", "Financial transactions",
"Permissions" and "Localisation".

Additionally there are content policies which provide guidance on illegal activity, risk of harm,
offensive content, profanity, age ratings and more.

Microsoft has a website dedicated to providing support when building Windows apps.24

These include get started guides and videos. They also have a YouTube channel featuring
various videos of different topics covered in detail for developers.25

25 YouTube Microsoft developer: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsMica-v34Irf9KVTh6xx-g
24 Microsoft developer - Get started: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/
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Chapter 2: Findings
The remainder of this report presents the findings of the study for each specific security or
privacy feature.

Where app stores have been classified as Information Not Found for a given feature, they
have been grouped together for brevity (excluding Apple App Store, Google Play Store and
Microsoft Store), but any distinct elements of a store have been noted.

Encryption

Feature Overview

Encryption ensures that data can be stored securely and protected by an app, or when
communicating with a service.

Android

The Android KeyStore allows for the storage of cryptographic keys in a container to make it
difficult to extract the keys from the device. The keys can be used for cryptographic operations
but the keys themselves cannot be exported. It allows restriction of the use of the KeyStore
by requiring user credentials to access and use the keys, or the keys only being allowed to be
used in certain cryptographic modes. The KeyStore uses the Keychain API which was
introduced in Android 4.0 (API level 14).

To have system-wide credentials the Keychain API is used directly so when the app requests
any credential it will provide a system UI to show which credentials the app can use.

Using the AndroidKeyStore provider lets an individual app store its own credentials that the
app can only access. The AndroidKeyStore provider was introduced in Android 4.3 (API level
18) and is covered by Google training materials.26

Biometrics

For Android, there are two options when implementing biometrics: FingerprintManager and
the BiometricPrompt.

● FingerprintManager - this is used for when the device’s API level is Android 6 (API
level 23) to Android 9 (API level 28). Developers must build the UI from scratch which
takes the user’s fingerprint to authenticate. The user must have a PIN or pattern and

26 Android developer - Android keystore system:
https://developer.android.com/training/articles/keystore
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password enabled on their device to register a fingerprint. Note this class was
deprecated as of Android 9 (API level 28).

● BiometricPrompt - this is used when the device's API level is Android 9 (API level 28)
and above. The difference between the two is that BiometricPrompt can handle
fingerprint, iris and face recognition for authentication. It provides a standard UI
which changes depending on the authentication method used. Developers need to
provide information for the biometric dialog title, subtitle, description and cancel
button text. The method of authentication cannot be chosen. For example, if the user
has a fingerprint and face ID registered, the system will choose which one to offer.

A developer can generate in code a private key in keyGenerator and KeyGenParameterSpec
classes and store them inside the Android KeyStore. When generating an AndroidKeyStore
from Android Studio using the ‘Generate Signed Bundle / APK’ option, the developer creates
the KeyStore and generates a private key at the same time. This process is covered by
Google’s training materials.27

Jetpack Security Library

The Jetpack security library is provided as part of the Android platform and allows
developers to adhere to security best practices for Android, ensuring performance and best
practice encryption.

The security library handles key management in a two part system.

● Keyset contains one or more keys which are used to encrypt a file or shared
preferences data.

● A primary (master) key that encrypts all keysets. This key is stored using the Android
KeyStore System.

iOS

When submitting an app to TestFlight (Apple’s app beta distribution and testing software)28

or the App Store, the app is uploaded to a server in the United States. If distributing the app
outside the US or Canada, it is subject to US export laws, regardless of where the legal entity
is based. If the app uses, accesses, contains, implements, or incorporates encryption, this is
considered an export of encryption software, which means the app is subject to US export
compliance requirements, as well as the import compliance requirements of the countries
where the app is distributed.

Every time a new version of an app is submitted for review, App Store Connect asks
questions to guide the developer through a compliance review.

28 Apple developer - Testflight: https://developer.apple.com/testflight/
27 Android developer - biometrics https://developer.android.com/training/sign-in/biometric-auth
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In terms of protecting a user's files and data, Apple offers a Data Protection API which
automatically encrypts and decrypts stored data and is hardware accelerated. Developers29

need to enable usage of the Data Protection API on the apps identifier in the Apple developer
portal. Failure to do this and using the Data Protection API will lead to error messages in
Xcode (Apple’s development tool), preventing the application build for upload/submission
until it is resolved.

After obtaining the correct entitlements, developers can use Apple’s API in order to protect
data.

Windows

The developer documentation covers a number of packages which enable Windows apps30

to perform encryption tasks including:

30 Microsoft developer documentation - Cryptography:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/cryptography

29 Apple developer - encryption:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/uikit/protecting_the_user_s_privacy/encrypting_your_ap
p_s_files
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● Windows.Security.Cryptography - utility functions for handling encrypted messages,
encoding and decoding them.

● Windows.Security.Cryptography.Certificates - for creating cryptographic certificates,
importing certificates from a file, installing certificates, and retrieving properties from
certificates.

● Windows.Security.Cryptography.Core - contains a wide range of cryptographic
functionality.

● Windows.Security.Cryptography.DataProtection - used to encrypt and decrypt stored
local data.

● Windows.Security.Credentials.PasswordVault - also called the Credential Locker API,
this allows applications to securely store credentials such as usernames and
passwords. The locker is managed by the operating system, and is only accessible by
the application.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into encryption on Android, iOS and Windows was
information found by implementing an app with the relevant encryption features to allow the
encryption of user data and the use of biometrics to authenticate. The app was then
submitted to the relevant stores to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Encryption classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive Information
because the store does not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There are also no links on the Play Store console on how to implement any of the encryption
features.

When uploading the APK file to the Google Play Store the developer is prompted with a
wizard which outlines the three steps they must take for uploading an APK for release.

None of the steps above will prompt about encryption algorithms used in the app. There are
also no prompts regarding the other encryption features - Biometrics and the Jetpack
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Security library. The encryption features of Android KeyStore, Biometrics and Security31 32

Jetpack Library have all been sourced through the developer documentation.33

Store: Apple App Store

The Encryption classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive Information because
there was no prompt when uploading an app to App Store Connect (the web portal for
managing Apple App Store apps), but the guidelines and documentation provided by Apple34

show best encryption practices. From experience, Apadmi knows that Apple asks
specifically about encryption when submitting an app for review.

Store: Microsoft Store

The Encryption classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information because
there was no prompt regarding encryption when uploading a package to the Microsoft Store.
Information on encryption is available in the Microsoft Store Policies and developer
documentation. , However, this information is not linked to during the package upload35 36

process.

The Microsoft Store Policies state that “If your product collects, stores or transmits Personal
Information, it must do so securely, by using modern cryptography methods”, where Personal
Information is defined as “all information or data that identifies or could be used to identify a
person”. The policy makes no recommendation on the specific methods to be used to
encrypt this personal data.

36 Microsoft developer documentation - Export restrictions on cryptography:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/export-restrictions-on-cryptography

35 Microsoft developer documentation - Stored data protection:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/intro-to-secure-windows-app-development
#43-stored-data-protection

34 Apple developer - cryptokit: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/cryptokit/
33 Android developer - jetpack: https://developer.android.com/jetpack
32 Android developer - biometrics: https://developer.android.com/training/sign-in/biometric-auth
31 Android developer - keystore: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/keystore
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The Microsoft developer documentation provides descriptions of the various encryption and
cryptography APIs available to the Windows developer and how they are implemented in
code. The documentation recommends encrypting data-at-rest but does not state this to be
a requirement of the Microsoft Store.

The developer documentation contains guidance on ensuring that the use of encryption
complies with the US regulations on export of encryption technologies. Regulated uses
require an Export Commodity Classification Number (ECCN). The documentation lists which
use-cases for encryption are regulated including encryption of files, use of encryption for
secure communications (such as HTTPS) and use of encryption for authentication. The
developer is directed towards the official US Government documentation for full details.

No guidance specific to encryption or cryptography is given in the store during the package
upload process.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide,
GetJar, UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Encryption classification given for the above app stores was Information Not Available
because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There was
no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing any encryption
features. There were no warning messages while uploading to the store (except the
Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal) around any of the encryption features. They do not have
any of their own documentation for implementing any of the encryption features.

On Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal, there was a warning message when uploading an
APK which was not signed using the Android KeyStore: Signature is invalid. (Missing
META-INF/MANIFEST.MF).
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Network Security

Feature Overview

Network Security is an important part of a mobile application because transferring data to
and from a remote service potentially exposes application data to external actors.
Developers need to be aware of how to stop network traffic from being intercepted, how to
stop network traffic from being tampered with, and how to verify the identity of remote
services. The following will explain in more detail how these example cases are resolved
within an app environment.

Most apps use a networking layer and an API in order to populate their content. A request is
made from the app to a web server requesting data and the app will display this content
when it is retrieved. When making a network request from an app, developers have several
considerations.

If a request is made using HTTP, it risks personal data being stolen. Secure network requests
via HTTPS check that the server the app is communicating with has the correct keys by
validating the security certificates. Most requests also encrypt the content of the requests
so that anyone monitoring the network is unable to see any content being transmitted. With
HTTP network requests, no verification of the destination server is performed, the requests
are made in clear text and can lead to security vulnerabilities and leakage of personal data
by allowing attackers to see the content which drives an app. Developers are signposted to
this information on the developer documentation pages , around these networking37 38

protocols and how to protect against attacks and encrypt the request.

The most common protocol used for encrypted communication between a client and server
is TLS (Transport Layer Security). In a typical TLS scenario the server is configured with a
certificate which has a public key as well as a matching private key. The authentication
process takes place through an agreement (or ‘handshake’) mechanism between the client
and server; the server proves it has the private key associated with its certificate. However,
because anyone can generate their own certificate and private key, a simple handshake can
not guarantee the server is secure, it only proves the server knows its private key matches

38 Microsoft developer - data in flight security methods:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/intro-to-secure-windows-app-development
#3-data-in-flight-security-methods

37 Apple developer - preventing insecure network connections:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/security/preventing_insecure_network_connections
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the public key of the certificate. To address this issue a server is configured with a certificate
which is issued by a Certificate Authority (CA).

Android

On Android, network traffic within an app is controlled using the network_config.xml file. If
minSdkVersion is below Android 9.0 (API level 28) then clear text traffic is allowed into the
app by default. If the minSdkVersion is above 9.0 then cleartext is denied by default. Google
provides training material that describes the two options available to disable clear text traffic
into the app.39

● Option 1 is to set the flag CleartextTraffic = false inside the application tags in the
manifest file. Note, if the app has a network_security_config.xml, this flag is ignored.

● Option 2 is to use the network_security_config.xml file and set the flag
cleartextTrafficPermitted = false.

The other configuration option with the network_security_config.xml file is the certificate
authorities (CAs) settings:

● Customise trusted CAs - An app may want to trust a custom set of CAs which are not
platform defaults. An example would be connecting to a host with a custom
certificate authority, such as a CA that is self-signed or is issued internally within a
company. 

● Limit the set of trusted CAs - If an app does not want to trust all the CAs trusted by
the system they can have a reduced number of CAs to trust. This protects against the
case of any trusted CAs issuing fraudulent certificates.

● Trust additional CAs - An app may want to trust additional CAs not yet trusted by the
system and does not meet the requirements for inclusion into the Android system.

● Configure CAs for debugging - This is used when debugging an app connecting over
HTTPS to a local development server which does not have the certificate of the
production server. In order to support this without any modification to the app's code,
developers can specify CAs as being debug-only, which means they will only be
trusted when debugging.

● Pin Certificate - Apps trust all pre-installed CAs; if one of the CAs was to issue a
fraudulent certificate it would leave the app vulnerable to a man in the middle attack.
To avoid this, the certificate can be pinned by providing hashes of the public key. It is
recommended to provide a backup key so that if a change of key or CA is needed,
app connectivity will not be lost and a forced app update will not be needed.

iOS

Since version 9 of iOS, Apple has included a feature called App Transport Security (ATS).
This effectively adds a security layer to make sure an app does not make insecure network

39 Android developer - security config: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-config
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requests and all requests are made via HTTPS rather than HTTP. ATS is enabled by default
(since iOS 10) when creating an iOS application, which means only HTTPS network requests
will be allowed and developers do not have to do anything to enable this. If the app tries to
make a HTTP request, an error message appears in Xcode (Apple’s development tool)
stating that the clear text request has been blocked.

As stated in the error message, there are a couple of ways to bypass ATS when creating an
app. Pre iOS 9, ATS could be disabled completely, allowing apps to make any insecure HTTP
request. This was done by setting a key in the app's Info.plist: NSAllowsArbitraryLoads.

Post iOS 9, Apple made HTTP requests more granular rather than an all or nothing approach.
For example, different keys can be provided to allow different insecure requests:

● NSExceptionAllowsInsecureHTTPLoads is a key that can be set on any
NSExceptionDomain entry to allow insecure requests for that one domain.

● NSExceptionMinimumTLSVersion allows the developer to set which version of TLS
(Transport Layer Security) should be used. By default, this is TLS v1.2. However, this
can be configured to any available version. Some servers may reject requests that are
made using an older version of TLS as the protocols are outdated and not as secure.
The latest version is currently TLS v1.3. Older versions of TLS are now blocked by
most modern browsers (Apple updated Safari to remove support in March 2020 with
Google updating Chrome at the same time and Microsoft pledging the same for its
Edge browser). 40

● NSRequiresCertificateTransparency is another key a developer can set but it is set to
no by default. Certificate Transparency (CT) is a protocol that ATS can use to identify
mistakenly or maliciously issued X.509 certificates. Developers can enable this
through configuration changes, and by adding this key, developers can slightly
improve the security of their apps.

Apple also expects developers to provide reasonable justification for using any of the above
ATS bypasses when submitting the app for review in App Store Connect. Apple may reject41

an app, during their approval process, if adequate evidence is not provided. For example,
using a third-party server that is not owned or accessible by the developer is a reasonable
justification for disabling some ATS rules. From Apadmi’s own experience, any issues with
the above permissions will be brought up during the review process after submission.

41 Apple developer  - Preventing insecure network connections:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/security/preventing_insecure_network_connections

40 Global Sign - disable tls10: https://www.globalsign.com/en/blog/disable-tls-10-and-all-ssl-versions
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Windows

UWP apps can make use of the HttpClient class to make HTTP(S) network requests. There
are no restrictions on the use of unencrypted traffic, instead it is left to the developer to
ensure TLS is used wherever possible. UWP does not require any extra permissions or flags
to be set in order to make unencrypted network requests.42

Certificate pinning is possible through configuring the HttpClient to perform extra custom
validation when establishing the TLS connection, such as validating that the certificate
matches the one expected. There is no documentation available on this specific process in
the developer documentation, however there is documentation for the generic
ServerCustomValidation event, which would need to be used.43

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into network security on Android, iOS and
Windows was information found through implementing an app with the relevant network
security features to allow loading clear text traffic and capturing the screenshot displaying
the loaded webpage. The screenshots were used to capture what the user sees when
disallowing clear text traffic within the app. These apps were then submitted to the relevant
stores to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Network Security classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive Information
because the Play Store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There are also no links on the Play Store console on how to implement the network security
features. There are developer training pages which outline how to implement best practice
around network security features. , While uploading to the Google Play Store there are no44 45

prompts about whether the app is using any of the network security features HTTP, TLS and
network_config.xml file.

45 Android developer - security ssl: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-ssl
44 Android developer - security config: https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-config

43 Microsoft developer - Web http filters:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/uwp/api/windows.web.http.filters.httpbaseprotocolfilter.servercust
omvalidationrequested?view=winrt-20348

42 Microsoft developer - HttpClient:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/networking/httpclient
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Store: Apple App Store

The Network Security classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive Information
because all the relevant information about network security is available in Apple's Developer
Documentation but there was no prompt when uploading the app to the store.46

Store: Microsoft Store

The Network Security classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because there are no prompts regarding network security when uploading a package to the
store. However, guidance on securing the transmission of personal data is included in the
Microsoft Store Policies, and information for developers on the implementation of network
security features is available in developer documentation. , This information is not directly47 48

linked from the Microsoft Store.

The Microsoft Store Policies state that “If your product collects, stores or transmits Personal
Information, it must do so securely, by using modern cryptography methods”, where Personal
Information is defined as “all information or data that identifies or could be used to identify a
person”. Network security best practices must therefore be used to secure the transmission
of personal data. No other reference to network security is made in the policies.

The Microsoft developer documentation states that TLS (referred to as SSL within the
documentation) can be used to secure HTTP connections, and details how a developer can

48 Microsoft developer - HttpClient:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/networking/httpclient

47 Microsoft developer - Data-in-flight security methods:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/intro-to-secure-windows-app-development
#3-data-in-flight-security-methods

46 Apple developer - network: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/network
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implement a secure HTTP client in their code, but does not state the use of TLS as a strict
requirement.49

When developing a demo app it was found to be possible to send unsecured HTTP traffic
from a Windows app without any error messages from the development tools.

No feedback regarding network security is given in the store during the package upload
process.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Network Security classification given for the above app stores was Information Not
Available because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There was no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing
network security features such as HTTP, TLS or a network_config.xml file. There were no
warning messages while uploading to the store around network security features - for
example, if clear text traffic was allowed into the app. The app stores do not have any of their
own documentation for implementing any of the security features.

49 Microsoft developer - Data-in-flight security methods:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/security/intro-to-secure-windows-app-development
#3-data-in-flight-security-methods
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Obfuscation

Feature Overview

Code obfuscation is the process of protecting a codebase against possible attacks by
making it difficult for the app to be reverse engineered. A potential hacker who has access to
the app’s binary files can reverse engineer this to find out more about how the app works,
break down complexities and trade secrets that would have otherwise been hidden, and
potentially gain access to unauthorised data. Code obfuscation techniques slow down this
attack significantly by increasing the work required to reverse engineer the application.

Android

ProGuard and R8 are both tools promoted by Google on the Android documentation for
obfuscation.50

Both these methods provide other benefits to obfuscating code which are:

● Shrinking -  detects and removes unused classes, fields, methods, and attributes.
● Optimisation – analyses and optimises the bytecode of the methods.

ProGuard - obfuscates code by removing unused code and renaming classes, fields, and
methods with semantically obscure names which make the code base smaller and more
efficient. The result is a smaller sized .apk file that is more difficult to reverse engineer.

Developers can provide proguard-android-optimize.txt which allows for configuration of
rules. When running ProGuard, problems can arise when a class is removed which is needed
by a third-party library which can lead to crashes and bugs being introduced. The rules file
allows for developers to specify which classes to keep.

R8 - as of Android Studio 3.4 (released April 2019) or Android Gradle plugin 3.4.0 and higher
R8 Compiler became the default obfuscation tool. To enable the R8 compiler to obfuscate
the code, a flag is set in the gradle file (minifyEnabled true). R8 is compatible with Proguard
rules and can be used to keep classes needed by third-party libraries.

Obfuscating code is not a requirement for uploading to the Play Store, however it is
recommended because it increases the challenge of reverse engineering an app's code.51

iOS

There are many third-party libraries which offer both full app obfuscation and the ability to
choose which information to obfuscate, such as sensitive information. Some examples are:

51 Android developer - Shrink code: https://developer.android.com/studio/build/shrink-code
50 Android developer - Shrink code: https://developer.android.com/studio/build/shrink-code
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Obfuscator - This library uses encryption methods to keep any hardcoded strings or numbers
hidden and secret and is suitable for sensitive information such as API keys.

SwiftShield - SwiftShield is a tool that generates random and irreversible encrypted names
for an iOS project's types and methods (including third-party libraries). It uses Apple's
SourceKit to mimic Xcode's indexing behaviour, revealing a complete map of the project that
is used to safely rename parts of it.

Sirius Obfuscator - This library performs full source code encryption, making it extremely
difficult to reverse engineer.

Windows

There are a number of libraries which can be used to obfuscate .NET applications, and
specifically UWP apps. One such library specifically mentioned in the Microsoft
documentation is Dotfuscator which provides obfuscation as well as other tools to help
prevent reverse engineering, such as preventing the attachment of debuggers and detecting
the execution of modified applications.52

Feature specific methodology

During the app development process, Apadmi followed the Google recommended practice of
obfuscating the Android binary with ProGuard whilst relying on the default obfuscation53

provided by the iOS and Windows build systems.

Store: Google Play Store

The Obfuscation classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive Information
because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There
are also no links on the Play Store console on how to implement obfuscation of an app's
code. There are developer documentation pages which outline how to implement54

obfuscation for an app. When uploading to the Play Store there were no warning messages
that the app’s code had been obfuscated.

54 Android developer - shrink code: https://developer.android.com/studio/build/shrink-code
53 Android developer - shrink code: https://developer.android.com/studio/build/shrink-code

52 Microsoft developer - visual studio:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/ide/dotfuscator/?view=vs-2019
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Store: Apple App Store

The Obfuscation classification given for the Apple App Store was Information Not Available
because there was no information in the developer documentation about obfuscation.

Store: Microsoft Store

The Obfuscation classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because Microsoft Store Policies make no mention of obfuscation, whilst the developer
documentation for the UWP developer tools, Visual Studio, contains guidance on
obfuscation. This information is not linked to from the Microsoft Store package upload55

process.

No requirements are specified regarding the use of obfuscation in the Microsoft Store
Policies.

The developer documentation for Visual Studio contains information about Dotfuscator
which is a library used to obfuscate .NET apps, including UWP Windows apps. The
documentation covers why obfuscation may be desirable, in that it protects intellectual
property (IP) and makes it harder for malicious actors to reverse-engineer the app and
discover security flaws, thus enhancing the security of the app.

The Microsoft Store does not mention obfuscation during the package upload process, nor
does it alert the developer if a package has not been obfuscated.

55 Microsoft developer - obfuscator:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/ide/dotfuscator/capabilities?view=vs-2019
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Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Obfuscation classification given for the above app stores was Information Not Available
because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There was
no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing obfuscation of the
app’s code. There were no warning messages while uploading to the store around
obfuscation. The stores do not have any of their own documentation for implementing
obfuscation.
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Permissions

Feature Overview

App permissions cover the use or access of capabilities such as:

● Location (GPS)
● Contacts
● Calendar
● Camera
● Wi-Fi scanning
● Microphone
● Photos
● Biometrics (e.g. Face ID)

When an app tries to access protected areas of the device's data or capabilities, the
developer must ask permission to use them and specify exactly what they will be doing with
that information as it is deemed as sensitive e.g. “This app wants to access your photos so
you can upload a picture.”

This is done through the developer web console and in the app bundle itself (Android
manifest for Android, info.plist for iOS). There are other device capabilities that apps can
access and they follow the same access control across both platforms.

Android

Android categorises permissions into one of the three groups of install-time permissions,
runtime permissions, and special permissions.56

● Install-time permissions - give an app limited time to access restricted data and
allow for restricted actions that minimally affect the system or other apps. An app
store presents an install-time permission notice to the user when they view an app's
details page.

● Signature permissions - if an app declares a signature permission which has been
defined in another app. If both apps have been signed by the same certificate, the
first app will be granted permission at install time, otherwise permission is not
granted. Note: Some signature permissions are not for use by third-party apps.

● Runtime Permissions - known as dangerous permissions because they give an app
additional access to restricted data and allow restricted actions to take place which
can substantially affect the system and other apps. Therefore a user must be

56 Android developer - permissions:
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/permissions/overview
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prompted to allow or disallow these permissions when launching an app. An example
of a dangerous permission would be requesting a user's location.

iOS

On iOS, when the app wants to use a device capability, for example the camera, the app will
ask the user permission to use that specific capability at the point of using it. The developer
can ask at any point to use a certain feature but it is recommended to ask the question in the
context of when it needs to be allowed .57

Windows

On Windows, the user is shown which permissions the app needs at the point of installation.
There are no prompts to the user whilst the app is running regarding permissions.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into permissions on all platforms was information
found by implementing an app using features that required the necessary permissions and
uploading it to the relevant stores to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Permissions classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive Information
because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There
are also no links on the Play Store console on how to implement adding permissions. There
are developer documentation pages which outline how to implement the best practices58

around permissions. While adding all of the permissions from the list to the app there was a
warning message that WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE no longer provides write access when
targeting Android 10+. While uploading the APK file to the Play Store Console the feedback
about permissions was minimal. The only permission which produced an error message was
the Camera permission which triggered the message, “Your APK or Android App Bundle is
using permissions that require a privacy policy: (android.permission.CAMERA) Learn more.”

58 Android developer - permissions: https://developer.android.com/training/permissions/usage-notes

57 Apple developer - Accessing user data:
https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/app-architecture/accessing-user-
data/
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Store: Apple App Store

The Permissions classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive Information
because, although when developing for permissions, feedback is given through the
development tools that something is incorrect, if not resolved and the app is uploaded to the
app store, there is no feedback from the Apple App Store. All the information about the
privacy permissions can be found on the developer documentation and there is an59

assumption that the developer will know this.

When adding the individual permissions, Apple’s development tool Xcode prompts the
developer that permissions need to be set in the app Info.plist. For example, if Face ID is
used but the permission for Face ID is not set, the app will crash with an appropriate error
message explaining what has happened.

Developers need to set the correct privacy permission in the Keychain for the following
permissions:

● NSBluetoothPeripheralUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app
uses Bluetooth.

● NSCalendarsUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app accesses the
user’s calendars.

● NSCameraUsageDescription - This key describes the reason that the app (including
an iMessage app) accesses the device’s camera.

● NSContactsUsageDescription - This key describes the reason that the app accesses
the user’s contacts.

● NSFaceIDUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app uses Face ID.

● NSHealthShareUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app reads the
user’s health data.

59 Apple developer - accessing user data:
https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/app-architecture/accessing-user-
data/
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● NSLocationAlwaysUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app
accesses the user’s location information at all times.

● NSLocationWhenInUseUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app
accesses the user’s location information while it runs in the foreground and
otherwise when in use.

● NSMicrophoneUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app (including
an iMessage app) accesses any of the device’s microphones.

● NSPhotoLibraryAddUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app seeks
write-only access to the user’s photo library.

● NSPhotoLibraryUsageDescription - This key describes the reason the app accesses
the user’s photo library.

● NSLocalNetworkUsageDescription - A message that tells the user why the app is
requesting access to the local network.

There is no specific privacy permission for use of the clipboard. This has the potential for
privacy and data leaks as anything copied on the phone can be pasted by the app without
any permissions. Apple has identified this as an issue and as of iOS 14 shows the user a
notification whenever the clipboard is accessed and tells them what app has accessed it and
where the information has come from. Apple has also introduced a new feature in iOS 15
called Secure Paste. This allows the developers to only allow copying and pasting from the
same app.60

Store: Microsoft Store

The Permissions classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because the Microsoft Store Policies contain a brief statement that app capabilities (the
term used for permissions in the UWP framework) must be correctly declared, but this
information is not linked to directly from the Microsoft Store upload process. The developer
documentation contains detailed guidance on the different types of capabilities, and how to
implement them correctly. No feedback is given by the store when a package incorrectly
declares its capabilities, but feedback is given when uploading an app package that declares
restricted capabilities.

60 Mac Rumours - secure paste: https://www.macrumors.com/2021/06/08/ios-15-secure-paste/
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The Microsoft Store Policies states that app capabilities must legitimately relate to the
functions of the product, and that those functions must comply with Microsoft’s product
capability declarations (which can be found in the developer documentation, but are not
directly linked to from the policy). Additionally, the policies stipulate that the app must not61

circumvent operating system checks to use a capability it has not declared.

The developer documentation describes three different categories of capabilities. Within
each category there are a number of fine-grained capabilities which must be individually
declared by the app in order to use them. The categories are:

● General-use capabilities cover common scenarios such as accessing the user’s
photo, video or music library programmatically, removable storage, the internet,
contacts, phone calls etc.

● Device capabilities allow applications to access peripheral devices such as the
microphone, webcam, GPS location, USB, Bluetooth, optical disc etc.

● Restricted capabilities allow the app to access sensitive or shared user information
or to control low-level device functionality. These require extra justification and
approval for Microsoft Store submission, explaining how the app uses each restricted
capability that it declares. Restricted capabilities include access to shared user
certificates, programmatic access to user documents (not via a file picker), control of
the cellular network device, control of the system’s VPN connections, access to the
user’s virtual wallet, access to location or call history, ability to observe or suppress
raw device input data (such as touch, mouse, keyboard) etc.

Capabilities are declared in a configuration file called the app manifest. If an app attempts to
use a capability, for example to access the camera, which it has not declared in the manifest,
it will cause an error and potentially crash the app. Visual Studio, the developer tooling, does
not give any feedback to the developer regarding capabilities that are used but not declared,
so it is up to the developer to test the app and ensure all required capabilities are present in
the manifest.

Similarly, the Microsoft Store does not give any feedback to the developer when uploading a
package regarding missing capability declarations.

However, it does give feedback regarding restricted capabilities. The store detects that an
app declares a restricted permission and prompts the developer for further information to
describe and justify the use-case.

61 Microsoft developer - app capability declarations:
  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/packaging/app-capability-declarations
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Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Permissions classification given for the above app stores was Information Not Available
because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There was
no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing permissions.
There were no warning messages while uploading to the stores regarding permissions. They
do not have any of their own documentation for implementing permissions.
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Screen recording

Feature Overview

Devices have the ability to record their own screen, resulting in a video file being stored on
the device which shows what the user has just done on their phone and gives them the
ability to share it. This could be exploited by attackers, who could record the screen when the
user is using a banking app and send it to themselves.

Android

To disallow screen recording and screenshots developers must add
activity.window.setFlags(WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_SECURE,WindowManager.Lay
outParams.FLAG_SECURE) to the app’s code. A toast (a UI messaging system which62

displays messages to the user in an Android app) message is displayed when running the
app, “Can’t take screenshots due to security policy.”

iOS

The developer documentation contains guidance on how to be notified of screen recording63

in an app. Developers can register to receive a notification when changes to the key
capturedDidChangeNotification happen which informs them when the isCaptured property of
a UIScreen changes. This will return whether or not any screen capturing is taking place and
allows the developer to place an overlay view over any sensitive content or remove the
sensitive information before the capture takes place.

Windows

The developer documentation contains guidance on how to prevent screen recording in an64

app. This is done via a flag IsScreenCaptureEnabled which can be set for the whole app or
just for selected screens. When this flag is enabled, any screenshots of the app’s window
appear completely black. There is no documented way to detect when a screen recording is
taking place.

64 Microsoft developer documentation - ApplicationView Class (IsScreenCaptureEnabled):
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/uwp/api/Windows.UI.ViewManagement.ApplicationView?view=win
rt-20348#properties

63 Apple developer - capture did change:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/uikit/uiscreen/2921652-captureddidchangenotification

62Android developer - Display.FLAG_SECURE:
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/Display#FLAG_SECURE
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Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into screen recording on all platforms was
information found by implementing an app with sensitive information and seeing how the
development frameworks allow the developer to protect this data from screen recording.
These apps were then submitted to the relevant stores to see what feedback was provided, if
any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Screen Recording and Screenshots classification given for the Google Play Store was
Passive Information because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on
the platform. There are also no links on the Play Store console to allow or prevent screen
recording and screenshots. There is however, a developer documentation page which
outlines a flag that must be set to prevent screen recording and screenshots. When65

uploading to the Play Store there are no error messages about screen recording or
screenshots when the security flag is not present.

Store: Apple App Store

The Screen Recording and Screenshots classification given for the Apple App Store was
Passive Information because the store does not give any guidance on detecting or preventing
screen recording, nor is any information given during the upload of the IPA to App Store
Connect. There is no information when uploading an app which carries sensitive information
about protecting it against screen recording and sharing. Apple does provide ways of
checking for screen recording and has documentation on this subject.66

66 Apple developer - isCaptured:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/uikit/uiscreen/2921651-iscaptured

65 Android developer - window manager:
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/WindowManager.LayoutParams#FLAG_SECU
RE
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Store: Microsoft Store

The Screen Recording and Screenshots classification given for the Microsoft Store was
Passive Information because there is no information or feedback regarding screen recording
when uploading a package to the store. However, the developer documentation does67

contain brief guidance on how to prevent screen recording in an app.

The Microsoft Store Policies do not give any guidance on detecting or preventing screen
recording, nor is any information given during the package upload process to the Microsoft
Store. Uploading an app package with screen recording disabled does not trigger any
feedback in the Microsoft Store.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Screen Recording and Screenshots classification given for the above app stores was
Information Not Available because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature.
There was no documentation signposted on the developer console about restricting screen
recording or taking screenshots. There were no warning messages while uploading to the
store around restricting screen recording or taking screenshots. The stores do not have any
of their own documentation for restricting screen recording or taking screenshots.

67 Microsoft developer - disabling screen capture:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/samples/microsoft/windows-universal-samples/disablingscreenc
apture/
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Jailbreaking & Rooting

Feature Overview

The operating systems supplied by the mobile providers intentionally limit the user’s access
and control of the device's resources. By doing so, they reduce the amount of vulnerabilities
the device could be open to, such as access to system APIs. They also improve the system’s
overall stability, for example by throttling certain components at certain times to preserve
battery life.

Some users see this as too restrictive and want full access to the entire device. This is a
process known as ‘jailbreaking’ on iOS and ‘rooting’ on Android. It involves finding a loophole,
or vulnerability, in the operating system that can be exploited to run arbitrary code. It is a
legal process in most countries including the UK, although Apple for example will void the
device's warranty if it is done. It is usually a reversible process by simply resetting the device
to factory settings or rebooting a modern iOS device.

After jailbreaking, the user has greater access to what apps they can install through
third-party stores (e.g. Cydia), as well as more functionality within these apps (e.g. greater
customisation than the device allows as standard, choosing which speed the processor runs
at etc).

However, the same loopholes used for jailbreaking could also be used for malicious attacks
and as apps hosted on third-party app stores have not been reviewed by Apple, Google or
Microsoft, there are associated risks to installing them.

Android

Rooting is the process of unlocking a device’s operating system. It gives the user
administrator/superuser privileges and allows for access to the operating system features
that device manufacturers usually forbid.

The advantages to the user of rooting their device are:

● Customisation and control - alter themes and graphics, tweaking things to their
specific needs.

● Free up space - users can remove software that was preinstalled by the
manufacturer. Many software vendors and phone companies have agreements with
certain app developers, and will sell their devices with those apps pre-installed.
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● Access to the latest operating system - the device can be updated to the latest
version of Android OS even if it is an older Android phone that the manufacturer has
blocked from the OS release.

● Back up data - users can back up the data of any app and upload it directly to another
device, which can be helpful if the system crashes and they need to reinstall the
operating system.

The disadvantages of rooting a device are:

● Rooting can go wrong and render the phone unusable. Each Android model can have
a different rooting process and some rooting methods get patched very quickly (so
they no longer work).

● The warranty will be void. Even though rooting is not illegal, manufacturers try to
fight it. Gaining root access will immediately void the device’s warranty. If something
happens to the software or hardware, it will probably not be fixed by the phone
provider.

● Some rooting apps are malicious. Not all available software and firmware has been
tested, so they might give hackers full access to the device and any data stored on it.

● May prevent access to apps with high security requirements. Some high-security
apps check whether the device has been rooted and will not run if it has - one
example being Android Pay, others include banking apps.

To restrict access to an app from a rooted device, developers can use a third-party library like
RootBeer or their own implementation. Both solutions would look on the device's file system
for files or directories which are associated with rooted devices. Discovering any of the
following files/folders can indicate a device is rooted:

● RootManagementApps
● PotentiallyDangerousApps
● RootCloakingApps
● TestKeys
● ForDangerousProps
● ForBusyBoxBinary
● ForSuBinary
● SuExists
● ForRWSystem
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iOS

There are a couple of techniques that developers can use to detect jailbroken devices. These
methods are updating and evolving everyday as jailbreakers find new ways to prevent
jailbreak detection. Apadmi chose four methods as an example.

Cydia is the largest app store for jailbroken devices and contains thousands of apps not
available on the official Apple App Store. Developers can check if the device has access to
open the Cydia app by using the OpenUrl function. This function returning yes proves that the
device is jailbroken.

Another way to detect if Cydia, or any third-party app is installed is to see if their file path is
present on the system's device. When installing an app on a device, it is stored in the file
system under the Applications folder. The app can check the system for evidence that these
file paths exist and if found, it is evidence the device is jailbroken, for example:

● /Applications/Cydia.app
● /Applications/SBSettings.app

Jailbreaking also modifies some of the system's default files and adds files to the operating
system that would not usually be present on a non-jailbroken device. An example of some
file paths to check are:

● /private/var/lib/apt
● /private/var/lib/cydia
● /Library/MobileSubstrate/MobileSubstrate.dylib

The final example is to try to edit a file that the user should not have access to. Jailbreaking
removes the limits of which files an app can access so if it has access to them, it is running
on a jailbroken device.

Windows

Windows 10 by default allows the installation of any third-party applications, and provides
full access to the underlying OS. As such, Windows does not have the concept of jailbreaking
or rooting.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into jailbreaking and rooting was developer
documentation and third-party websites , , that take deeper dives into the process and68 69 70

70 XDA Developers: https://www.xda-developers.com/root/
69 Android Central: https://www.androidcentral.com/root
68 Cydia Cloud: https://www.cydiacloud.com/
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security concerns. Apadmi also implemented checks within an app to detect a jailbroken
device so the user then had the choice to implement certain security features.

Store: Google Play Store

The Jailbreaking & Rooting classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive
Information because Google provides a library called SafetyNet which can check that your
device is rooted or not, with associated training material. Developers can also use a71

third-party library which can check for a rooted device. Neither of these options were
signposted on the Play Store console.

Store: Apple App Store

The Jailbreaking & Rooting classification given for the Apple App Store was Information Not
Available because there is no information when uploading a build about protecting against
jailbroken devices from the App Store.

The only information regarding jailbreaking from Apple is a support page highlighting some
of the risks. Apple however does provide some APIs for improving the application’s72

integrity which could help identify and defend against jailbroken devices.73

73 Apple developer - establishing your apps integrity:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/devicecheck/establishing_your_app_s_integrity

72 Apple support - security: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201954
71 Android developer - SafetyNet: https://developer.android.com/training/safetynet/attestation
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Store: Microsoft Store

The Jailbreaking & Rooting classification given for the Microsoft Store was Information Not
Available because jailbreaking and rooting are not mentioned in the Microsoft Store Policies
nor the developer documentation.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Jailbreaking & Rooting classification given for the above app stores was Information Not
Available because there is no developer documentation around protecting against rooted
devices. None of the app stores signposted any documentation about how to protect against
rooted devices.

Cydia provides information for end users on jailbreaking and a how-to guide for novice74

users. It also has disclaimers wavering any liability as a result of jailbreaking.75

75 Cydia Cloud - privacy policy: https://www.cydiacloud.com/privacy-policy/
74 Cydia Cloud - jailbreak: https://www.cydiacloud.com/jailbreak/
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Application Data

Feature Overview

All of the major platforms provide developers with a mechanism to store application data
such as user preferences and application settings. They are designed for storing key/value
data rather than large files of binary data. For example, FontSize = 12 or DarkMode = true.

Application data is different from user data, such as documents or media files, which the
user creates or manages themselves within the application. User data would usually be
accessible and usable by different apps, whereas application data is used under the hood by
the app itself and is irrelevant to other apps.

These data stores provide a way to store application data that is isolated from other
applications, helping to protect the security of the application and the privacy of the user.

The platforms each use different terminology for the application data store:

● iOS - User Defaults
● Android - Shared Preferences
● Windows - Local Settings & Roaming Settings

Android

If an app needs to store relatively small collections of key value pairs of data, developers can
use SharedPreferences. SharedPreferences storage is persistent across app relaunches and
restarts.

Storing personal information in SharedPreferences is not recommended unless it is
encrypted beforehand.

If the developer would like all of the data stored in SharedPreferences to be encrypted by
default they can use the EncryptedSharedPreferences option. Please refer to the encryption
chapter of this report for more information on EncryptedSharedPreferences.

iOS

Apple offers developers a Keychain API. The Keychain is a secure and encrypted storage
place for small pieces of sensitive data. Apple describes it in their documentation as the
“best place to store small secrets, like passwords and cryptographic keys“.76

76 Apple developer - keychain:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/security/certificate_key_and_trust_services/keys/storing
_keys_in_the_keychain
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The Keychain can be used by any iOS application and doesn't require any special
entitlements or permissions. In order to add data to the Keychain, the function SecItemAdd
is used. Every item added to the Keychain is uniquely identifiable by a query, which passes a
Dictionary as its argument. The Dictionary contains several key value pairs which are needed
to identify a Keychain item.

Windows

The UWP framework provides apps with Local Settings, which is a local data store similar to
iOS User Defaults and Android Shared Preferences. The developer documentation goes into
detail on how to store and use local settings. It covers the following APIs:

● ApplicationData.Current.LocalSettings - provides a local app data store for settings
that are specific to this device.

● ApplicationData.Current.RoamingSettings - provides a data store that is
automatically synced between devices that are logged in to the user’s Microsoft
account. This can be used to share application settings across multiple devices.

The data for each installed application is isolated, so one app cannot access another app’s
settings. They can be used to store simple key/value pieces of data, for example FontSize =
12. The data in both Local Settings and Roaming Settings persists when the application is
closed and reopened, or when the device is restarted.77

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into application data on all platforms was
information found by implementing an app using User Defaults on iOS, Shared Preferences
on Android and Local/Roaming Settings on Windows and uploading it to the relevant stores
to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Application Data classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive Information
because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There
are also no links on the Play Store console on how to implement shared preferences. There

77 Microsoft developer documentation - Save and load settings in a UWP app:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/settings-learning-track
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are developer documentation pages which outline how to implement shared preferences.78

While uploading to the Play Store there are no prompts about whether the app is using
SharedPreferences.

Store: Apple App Store

The Application Data classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive Information
because the guidelines and documentation are available on the app store, as well as code79

examples. There is no prompt when an app is uploaded to App Store Connect regarding
using the Keychain.

Store: Microsoft Store

The Application Data classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because guidance is available regarding its use in the Microsoft developer documentation
but this is not linked to directly from the store. No feedback is given in the store itself when
uploading an app package that uses local settings.

The Microsoft Store Policies do not provide any information about the use of local settings
specifically. It does state that, “If your product collects, stores or transmits Personal
Information, it must do so securely, by using modern cryptography methods” which would
suggest that any personal information stored in local settings should be encrypted.80

80 Microsoft Store Policies, July 2021:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/store-policies

79 Apple developer - keychain services:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/security/keychain_services

78 Android developer - shared preferences:
https://developer.android.com/training/data-storage/shared-preferences
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Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Application Data classification given for the above app stores was Information Not
Available because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There was no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing
SharedPreferences. There were no warning messages while uploading to the store around
SharedPreferences. The stores do not have any of their own documentation for
implementing SharedPreferences.
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Logging

Feature Overview

Applications can log certain pieces of information while running for auditing purposes,
analytics, or to help developers debug the application. For example, if a sign-up form is not
working as expected, a developer might add code to log the form details when the user
clicks submit, so they can inspect the logged data for any problems. Exactly what gets
logged is up to the developer.

Logged information is usually held on the device in a form that is only visible to developers.
However, the logging output could also be saved to a file on the device or even uploaded to a
remote server depending on the application’s configuration. Therefore, the contents of the
logs and where they get sent have potential security and privacy implications for the user, if
those logs contain personal information.

Android

To display real time messages in Android, developers can use the Logcat and Log class .81

Logcat is a window found in Android studio that displays messages once a debugger is
attached to the app. The Log class is the mechanism used to display the log messages to
the Logcat window.

Categories for the Log messages can be set so they can be filtered from a tab on the Logcat
window. The developer must attach a debugger to the APK file to see these Log messages
from their app. By default a release build will not allow Log messages - if the developer
would like to do this, the debuggable true flag must be set.

Another option to print to the Logcat window is to use system.out.println, but this option
does not offer the granularity present in the Log class.

iOS

The developer documentation provides us with information on how to do logging within an82

iOS application.

● NSLog - This statement allows us to show a value or statement in the developer
console when writing an application in the Objective C language.

82 Apple developer - logging: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/os/logging

81 Android developer -  Write and View Logs with LogCat:
https://developer.android.com/studio/debug/am-logcat
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● print - Print does exactly the same as NSLog but is for projects and applications
written in Swift.

● OSLog - OSLog was released with iOS 14 and can only be used on iOS 14
applications. This provides a more unified logging system for developers and also
offers privacy regarding logging. Developers can set variables printed out to be
private so that they are not printed in the device logs when there is no debugger
attached.

Windows

The developer documentation provides guidance on how to set up logging in an application83

using different logging providers. Logging providers determine which logging features are
available to the application and where the logged data will be stored. There are a few logging
providers built into .NET (the underlying platform for UWP applications):

● Console - the most basic provider. Logs output to the developer console.

● Debug - logs output to the console and/or a file, with additional tools for more
advanced debug logging.

● Windows Event Log - logs output to the Windows Event Log. This is a system-wide
event log accessible via the Windows Control Panel.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into logging on all platforms was through
implementing an app with logging and uploading it to the relevant stores to see what
feedback they provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Logging classification given for the Google Play Store was Active Information because
when uploading it to the Play Store with a debuggable true flag, the following error message
is displayed:

83 Microsoft developer documentation - Logging providers in .NET:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/extensions/logging-providers
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“You uploaded a debuggable APK or Android App Bundle. For security reasons you
need to disable debugging before it can be published in Google Play. Learn more about
debuggable APKs and Android App Bundles.”

There was no signposting on the Play Store console to the developer documentation of the84

security or privacy risks to using the Log and system.out.println functions. An error message
was displayed when uploading a release APK file which had the debuggable true flag to the
Google Play Store console.

Store: Apple App Store

The Logging classification given for the Apple App Store was Information Not Available
because whilst there is some guidance on how to implement logging in the developer
documentation, neither this nor the Apple App Store provide specific guidance on the85

security and privacy implications of logging. The store does not provide any feedback when
uploading an app which uses logging.

Store: Microsoft Store

The Logging classification given for the Microsoft Store was Information Not Available
because whilst there is some guidance on how to implement logging in the developer
documentation, neither this nor the Microsoft Store Policies provide specific guidance on86

the security and privacy implications of logging. The store does not provide any feedback
when uploading an application package that uses logging.

The Microsoft Store Policies do not contain any specific requirements for the use of logging.
However they do state that “if your product collects, stores or transmits Personal Information,

86Microsoft developer documentation - Logging in .NET:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/extensions/logging

85Apple developer - Logging:
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/os/logging

84 Android developer - Privacy Security Best Practises:
https://source.android.com/security/best-practices/privacy
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it must do so securely, by using modern cryptography methods.” This would suggest that87

any personal information which is logged must be encrypted if it is to be stored anywhere.

The developer documentation, whilst providing detail on the implementation of logging, does
not provide any guidance regarding the security or privacy implications of the various
logging providers.

The Microsoft Store does not provide any feedback or link to the developer documentation
when uploading an application package that uses logging.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei AppGallery, Aptoide,
GetJar, UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Logging classification given for the above app stores was Information Not Available
because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. There was
no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing logging. There
were no warning messages regarding logging while uploading to the store. The stores do not
have any of their own documentation for implementing logging.

87 Microsoft Store Policies, July 2021.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/store-policies
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Advertiser Tracking

Feature Overview

Advertiser tracking is a way of tracking a device's activities across multiple apps and
websites whilst keeping the user anonymous. The ID is linked to a user's device so any app
or website they access which uses this ID can be tracked for advertising purposes.

The benefit is companies can get a better idea of what ads to show users and they can
present them with more tailored adverts. Apple devices have an IDFA (Identifier for
Advertising) and Google devices have a similar ID called AAID (Android Advertising ID). The
IDFA/AAID must allow the user to reset their identifier at any time as well as completely opt
out of using the identifier. The OS providers have recently made a shift by offering the users
the option of granularly opting out of being tracked by specific apps.

Android

In Android, advertiser tracking is controlled by assigning a unique device identifier from
Google Play Services which can be used by developers to monetise apps. Users can reset
their advertising ID or opt out. As part of a Google Play services phased rollout to apps
starting in late 2021, an advertiser ID is removed once a user opts out of personalisation
using their advertising ID in Android settings. After a user has opted out of any attempt to
access their data, the advertiser ID will return a string of zeros. Google provides an API
which you can use to retrieve the advertiser ID. AdvertisingIdClientInfo retrieves the user's
advertising ID and limits ad tracking preference.

iOS

Apadmi knows from our own experience that developers are required to fill out an IDFA
Declaration when they submit the app for review. The developer must select any of the88

following options which apply to their app’s usage:

● Serve advertisements within the app
● Attribute this app installation to a previously served advertisement
● Attribute an action taken within this app to a previously served advertisement

The user must also confirm that they honour the user’s request to limit ad tracking.

Apple introduced App Store Privacy Labels which are filled out on App Store Connect. From
Apadmi’s experience, we know that this is a requirement when the app is submitted for

88 Branch.io - How to Submit an App that Uses IDFAs to the App Store:
https://blog.branch.io/how-to-submit-an-app-that-uses-an-idfa-to-the-app-store/
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review; the developer must declare the app's data handling practices, what data is collected
and how it is used. Apple then shows this information on the App Store product page.

Windows

The Windows advertising ID is an ID specific to each user on each Windows device that can
be used to provide more relevant advertising. The user can disable the advertising ID in the
settings on their Windows device, and it can also be turned off by group policy, for example
by administrators of a corporate network. The developer documentation for the89

Windows.System.UserProfile.AdvertisingManager class details how to retrieve the
advertising ID in an application, what it is for, and states that the ID will be unavailable if the
user has disabled it in their Windows settings.90

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into advertiser tracking on all platforms was
information found by implementing an app using advertiser tracking data and uploading it to
the relevant stores to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Advertiser Tracking classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive
Information because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the
platform. There are also no links on the Play Store console about Advertiser Tracking. There
are developer documentation pages which outline how to implement Advertiser Tracking.91

91 Android developer documentation
https://developers.google.com/android/reference/com/google/android/gms/ads/identifier/package-
summary

90 Microsoft developer documentation - AdvertisingID:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/uwp/api/windows.system.userprofile.advertisingmanager.advertisi
ngid?view=winrt-20348#Windows_System_UserProfile_AdvertisingManager_AdvertisingId

89 Windows support - General privacy settings in Windows:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/general-privacy-settings-in-windows-7c7f6a09-cebd-5
589-c376-7f505e5bf65a
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Store: Amazon App Store

The Advertiser Tracking classification given for the Amazon App Store was Active
Information because the Amazon App Store did not provide feedback when testing this
feature on the platform, but Amazon has their own service for advertiser tracking with
Amazon Publisher Services. Amazon signposts to Amazon Publisher Services on the app
store dashboard.92

Store: Apple App Store

The Advertiser Tracking classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive Information
because Apple does not ask developers to provide any evidence related to Advertiser
Tracking when they upload an app to App Store Connect. Information about IDFA, its usage,
and compliance are available on the developer documentation portal. From Apadmi’s93

experience, had the app been submitted to Apple for review, a declaration would have to be
supplied, thus changing the classification to Active Information.

Apadmi’s developer was also not prompted to add the App Store privacy labels regarding
data collection and usage.

Store: Microsoft Store

The Advertiser Tracking classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because there is information about the use of advertiser tracking in the Microsoft Store
Policies but this is not directly linked to from the package upload page in the store.

93 Apple developer - ad support: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/adsupport
92 Amazon developer - APS: https://aps.amazon.com/aps/solutions-for-mobile-app-developers/
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The Microsoft Store Policies provide guidance on the use of advertiser tracking, stating that,
“your product must respect advertising ID settings that the user has selected.” It also states
that, “your privacy statement or terms of use must let users know you will send Personal
Information to the ad service provider and must tell users how they can opt-out of
interest-based advertising.”

The Microsoft Store Policies state that applications may share a user’s personal data with
outside services or third parties, “only after obtaining opt-in consent from those customers.
Opt-in consent means the customer gives their express permission in the product user
interface for the requested activity.” 94

There is no feedback in the package upload process regarding the use of the advertising ID.

Stores: Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal, Huawei

AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar, UpToDown, APKPure,
Cydia

The Advertiser Tracking classification given for the above app stores was Information Not
Available because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There was no documentation signposted on the developer console for implementing
Advertising Tracking. There were no warning messages while uploading to the store around
Advertiser Tracking. They do not have any of their own documentation for implementing
Advertising Tracking.

  

94 Microsoft Store Policies. July 2021.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/store-policies
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Privacy Policy and T&Cs

Feature Overview

Applications which collect, process or manage a user’s personal data have a legal
requirement under GDPR to provide a privacy policy to users. Personal data could include
anything which can be used to identify a person such as their name, address, date of birth,
payment details and much more.

An app’s privacy policy gives transparency to the users of the app and reassurance about
how their personal data is being handled. It documents how the organisation behind the app
collects, stores and uses the data, and how they share it with any third parties.

Many app stores provide the option to supply a privacy policy as part of the app upload or
submission process.

Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) or Terms of Service (ToS) is a legal document which forms an
agreement between a service provider and the user of that service. By using the service, the
user agrees to abide by the terms set out in the document, else the provider can withdraw
service to the user. Applications often contain a T&Cs page or link to an external T&Cs
document.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into privacy policies and T&Cs was the store
upload process and related documentation. , The store upload process involves creating95 96

an app in the store's relevant web interface (App Store Connect, Google Play). This involves
creating a name, uploading screenshots, assigning an identifier, adding appropriate privacy
policy URLs, as well as a description and contact information. The identifier is then used in
code when uploading the app to the store. The upload is done through each platform’s
development software (Xcode on iOS, Android Studio on Android, Visual Studio on
Windows). The information obtained allowed us to see the best practices for the features
usage as well as any requirements that may have been missed.

96 Android developer - publish your app: https://developer.android.com/studio/publish
95 Apple developer - submit your app: https://developer.apple.com/ios/submit/
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Store: Google Play Store

for Privacy Policy for T&Cs
The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the Google Play Store were Active
Information and Information Not Available respectively, because developers are warned
about having to provide a privacy policy if a permission is present which collects user
information, but they are not prompted to provide T&Cs.

The Google Developer documentation documents the situations where a privacy policy is
necessary.97

It is a requirement for an app to provide a privacy policy while uploading to the Play Store if it
collects and handles personal or sensitive user data.

The privacy policy should include the following information:

● What forms of personal information are collected
● How the user's personal information is collected
● How users can request more details on the information that is collected
● What uses are intended for the personal information
● Any third parties that are allowed to collect personal information via the website/app

While creating a privacy policy developers should consult the Google Play Store policies and
the relevant countries they plan for the app to be available in. Countries will differ in their
laws around how organisations can use users' personal data. There are a number of free
websites which can generate and host privacy policies. A link to the app’s privacy policy98

can be added to the Play Store console under the AppContent tab.

98 Privacy policies - mobile apps: https://www.privacypolicies.com/blog/mobile-apps-privacy-policy/

97 Google support - preparing your app for review:
https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/9859455?hl=en
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Store: Amazon Appstore

for Privacy Policy for T&Cs
The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the Amazon Appstore were Passive
Information and Information Not Available respectively, because developers are not prompted
to provide a privacy policy if the app has permissions which collect user data, and are not
prompted to provide a T&Cs document. Amazon does provide its privacy policy
documentation which outlines when a privacy policy is needed for uploading an app to the
Amazon Appstore. The Amazon developer console has a field where the privacy policy URL99

can be entered. The Amazon Appstore console did not signpost to the privacy policy section
- developers must search for it themselves.

Store: Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal

for Privacy Policy for T&Cs
The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal
were Passive Information and Information Not Available respectively, because developers are
not prompted to provide a privacy policy if their app has permissions which collect user data,
and are not prompted to have to provide a T&Cs document. Samsung provides its own
documentation about privacy policies and why one must be provided when collecting user
data. The Samsung seller portal has a field to provide a URL to the app’s privacy policy.100

There is no signposting on the Samsung seller portal to the privacy policy documentation.

100 Samsung developer - distribution guide:
https://developer.samsung.com/galaxy-store/distribution-guide.html

99 Amazon developer - privacy:
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/policy-center/privacy-security.html
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Store: Huawei AppGallery

for Privacy Policy for T&Cs
The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the   Huawei AppGallery were Passive
Information and Information Not Available respectively, because developers are not prompted
to provide a privacy policy if the app has permissions which collect user data, and are not
prompted to provide a T&Cs document. Huawei provides its own documentation about
privacy policies and why one must be provided when collecting user data. Huawei101

AppGallery Connect has a field to provide a URL to the app’s privacy policy. There is no
signposting on Huawei AppGallery Connect to the privacy policy documentation.

Store: Apple App Store

The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the Apple App Store were both Passive
Information because it does not prompt developers about a privacy policy or T&Cs whilst
uploading the app, but from Apadmi’s experience will not allow submission of the app for
review without having a privacy policy. The developer documentation however does include
information about how to write a privacy policy for an app.102

It is a requirement for apps to provide a privacy policy before submitting to the Apple App
Store for review even if the app does not collect any data.

The privacy policy must:

● Disclose what user data is collected
● Explain how data is collected
● Explain how user data is used
● Confirm that data is only shared with companies that have good privacy practices

102 Apple developer - app privacy details: https://developer.apple.com/app-store/app-privacy-details/

101 Huawei developer - app distribution:
https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/doc/distribution/app/10128
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● Disclose how long data is stored
● Explain how users can revoke their consent to the use of their data
● Explain how users can request deletion of their data

Store: Microsoft Store

for Privacy Policy for T&Cs
The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the Microsoft Store were Active
Information and Information Not Available respectively, because whilst the store upload
process specifically requires a privacy policy link, neither the store nor the Microsoft Store
Policies set out requirements for an application’s T&Cs document.

The Microsoft Store Policies and App Developer Agreement contain extensive guidance on
the provision of a privacy policy. The App Developer Agreement is linked to directly from the
package upload page.

The Microsoft Store Policies provides guidance on the use of privacy policies. It states that
“if your product accesses, collects or transmits Personal Information, or if otherwise required
by law, you must maintain a privacy policy.” It also requires that the privacy policy link is103

provided when uploading the app package to the store. The privacy policy can be hosted
within or directly linked to from within the application.

The privacy policy must state how the application accesses, collects or transmits the user’s
personal information, how it is used, stored and secured, and the types of third parties to
which the data is disclosed. Additionally, it must describe the controls that users have over
the use and sharing of their data and how they may access it. The privacy policy must
comply with applicable laws and regulations, and be kept up to date.

The App Developer Agreement has the same requirements as the Microsoft Store Policies,
and also requires that the link to the privacy policy be prominent within the app, ensuring
users “encounter the link at or before the point of collection of any Personal Information”.104

The package upload page links directly to the App Developer Agreement.

The Microsoft Store upload page has a field for the developer to provide a link to the privacy
policy. This allows users to easily access the policy from the store, and it must be provided
here if your application has a privacy policy.

104 Microsoft App Developer Agreement, June 2021. Page 11.
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE4OG2b

103 Microsoft Store Policies. July 2021.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/store-policies
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Neither the Microsoft Store Policies nor the App Developer Agreement specify that
applications must have a T&Cs document nor where it should be advertised within the
application. The Microsoft Store upload page does not have a field for a T&Cs link.

Stores: Aptoide, GetJar, UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Privacy Policy and T&Cs classifications given for the above app stores were both
Information Not Available because developers are not prompted to provide a privacy policy if
their app has permissions which collect user data. You are not prompted to have to provide a
T&Cs for your app on the stores. The stores do not provide their own documentation about
privacy policies for apps and why one must be provided when collecting user data. There is
no field to provide a URL for a privacy policy.
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Third-Party Libraries

Feature Overview

When building applications it is common for developers to utilise code written by other
parties. This code comes in the form of libraries which can be included in the final app. For
example, there are libraries to perform common functions to save developers ‘reinventing
the wheel’, such as HTTP client libraries, logging libraries, and animation libraries.

It is also common for third-party platforms that the application utilises, such as payment
providers, analytics services or content management systems, to provide libraries for
developers to use in their applications to easily integrate with the service. These are
commonly referred to as SDKs (Software Development Kits). For example, a developer would
use the Google Analytics SDK to integrate their app with Google Analytics.

When packaging apps for app stores, the third-party libraries are usually bundled into one
package together with the app’s code.

Android

The two methods which are used to import third-party libraries into an Android app are
Gradle or libs folder. The two file types for third-party libraries found in the libs folder are .jar
and .aar.105

● The .aar type of library can contain all file types supported in an Android project,
including source code, resources, and manifest files.

● The .jar type of library can contain only Java source files. The build result is a Java
Archive (JAR) file that can be added as a dependency for Android app modules or
other Java projects. This method bundles the third-party file into the app’s APK file
which increases the app’s file size.

The Gradle build system in Android Studio makes it easier to include external libraries or
other library modules. The dependencies can be located on the developer’s machine or in a
remote repository, and any transitive dependencies they declare are automatically included
as well. The advantages to using this method is developers do not ship the library, and they
receive a warning inside Android Studio in the Gradle file when a new version of that library is
available.

The libs folder is a folder that can be added to the app’s file structure to store third-party
libraries added locally. So unlike Gradle, the files within this folder are packaged locally and
shipped in the APK file. A disadvantage to using this method is that if a newer version of the

105 Android developer - Android Studio projects: https://developer.android.com/studio/projects
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library becomes available a warning is not received. To include a newer version of the library,
developers must download it and add it manually to the libs folder.

The security and privacy concerns around third-party libraries are down to how these
libraries function under the hood. For example, Google Analytics passively collects data such
as device model and details of in-app purchases, so a user does not get a permission106

request at runtime to allow this. Rather, it is the developer’s responsibility to outline what
information Google Analytics is collecting in the privacy policy.

iOS

For iOS, there are three main third-party library management tools: CocoaPods, Carthage,107

and Swift Package Manager. All three allow the integration of third-party libraries into a108 109

project, as well as updating them and removing them as necessary. There are advantages
and disadvantages to each of the package managers but Swift Package Manager is the new
standard recently provided by Apple. CocoaPods is the most popular and most widely used
due to it having a repository of third-party libraries (or ‘pods’) that developers can search, and
they can also see how well they are maintained and updated.

The advantage of using a dependency manager is that developers can save a lot of time by
not ‘reinventing the wheel’. For example, rather than write an entire network library for every
project, developers can simply integrate modern, open source frameworks such as
AlamoFire that provide a comprehensive set of functions to handle networking within an110

app. This saves time, as well as providing confidence that by using a robust library which is
used by millions daily, it will likely be well-supported by the community for future updates.

The disadvantages of using third-party libraries is that app developers do not own the code,
and any problems with the code become the developer’s problems. For example, if a new
version of iOS comes out and the third-party library is incompatible with it, the developer will
either have to update the third-party library, remove it and find a new library to use, or wait for
the developer of the third-party project to update their code.

Windows

Third-party libraries are included in UWP applications using the NuGet package manager
provided by Microsoft. This allows developers to access a large repository of third-party
libraries and makes packaging the final application easy using Visual Studio. The developer
documentation provides detailed guidance on the use of NuGet.111

111 Microsoft .NET documentation - What is NuGet?
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/nuget/what-is-nuget

110 Github - Alamofire: https://github.com/Alamofire/Alamofire
109 Swift package manager: https://swift.org/package-manager/
108 Github - Carthage: https://github.com/Carthage/Carthage
107 Cocoa pods: https://cocoapods.org/
106 Google support - firebase: https://support.google.com/firebase/answer/6318039?hl=en
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Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into third-party libraries on all platforms was
information found by implementing an app using third-party libraries and uploading it to the
relevant stores to see what feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Third-Party Libraries classification given for the Google Play Store was Passive
Information because the store did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the
platform. There was no signposting on the Play Store console to documentation about
adding third-party libraries to an app. There were some policy pages which outline a need for
a privacy policy for an app if a third-party library collects user data.112

Store: Apple App Store

The Third-Party Libraries classification given for the Apple App Store was Passive
Information because the documentation provided mentions use of third-party libraries as
well as giving guidance on how to get started with Swift package manager, but there is
nothing prompted when a build is uploaded that uses third-party libraries.

The developer documentation provides information and get-started guides for using113

Apple’s third-party management tool.

113 Apple developer - swift packages: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/swift_packages

112 Play Console help - using 3rd party SDKs:
https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/10358880?hl=en&ref_topic=7072
031
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Store: Microsoft Store

The Third-Party Libraries classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because the Microsoft Store Policies provide some guidance on the use of third-party
libraries, but this information is not directly linked to in the store upload process. The store
does not provide direct feedback to the user when a package using third-party libraries is
uploaded.

The Microsoft Store Policies state that applications “may contain fully integrated middleware
(such as third-party cross-platform engines and third-party analytics services)”. The policies114

require that any such libraries are fully contained in the application package. This means the
application, once installed, cannot download and install the third-party library itself - it must
already be contained in the app’s package. The policies have specific guidance on the use of
third-party payment providers. All games must use the Microsoft Store in-product purchase
APIs for payments, whereas all applications other than games “may either use a secure
third-party purchase API or the Microsoft Store in-product purchase API”.

When uploading a package to the Microsoft Store which includes third-party libraries, no
feedback is given to the developer.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store

Seller Portal, Huawei   AppGallery, Aptoide, GetJar,
UpToDown, APKPure, Cydia

The Third-Party Libraries classification given for the above app stores was Information Not
Available because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform.
There was no signposting on the developer console to documentation about adding
third-party libraries to an app.

114 Microsoft developer - store policy:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/publish/store-policy-archive/store-policy-7-13
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Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal and Huawei   AppGallery did115 116 117

have policy pages which outline a need for a privacy policy for an app if a third-party library
collects user data.

117 Huawei developer - privacy: https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/doc/10128
116 Samsung developer - privacy: https://seller.samsungapps.com/help/privacy.as

115 Amazon developer - privacy and security:
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/policy-center/privacy-security.html
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Code Signing

Feature Overview

Code signing is the process of cryptographically signing a code package so that when the
package is downloaded, it can verify the author and check that the package has not been
altered in any way since it was signed.

Code signing is used by app stores as a security mechanism. Devices downloading app
packages from an app store can be sure that the package was created by the software
author and that it has not been tampered with by malicious third parties.

Code signing requires a public and private key pair. The private key is kept secret and is used
to sign the package before uploading it to the store. The version of the app that the user
downloads from the store is signed with Google’s app signing key on the Play Store and for
Apple, it is signed with a signing certificate issued by Apple.

Android

Android requires that all APKs are signed digitally with a certificate before they can be
installed on a device or updated for an app store. There are two options for signing an APK
file: developers can manually sign, or opt in for Play Signing.

To manually sign an APK file developers need to generate a KeyStore and key which can be
done through a wizard (in Android Studio Build → Generate Signed Build App Bundle / APK)
choosing either an option of APK or AppBundle.

If the developer has created a KeyStore and Key already, they can then choose the build
variant they would like to sign, ‘Debug’ or ‘Release’. This will then generate a signed APK file
in the release folder.

When uploading an APK file for the first time the developer will be prompted to enable Play
Signing and let the Play Store handle verifying the APK file for future updates. This will speed
up the app release process without having to manually sign the APK file. Opting into Play
Signing can help avoid verification errors while uploading the APK file.

Uploading an unsigned APK file to the Play Store will give one of two error messages:

● “You uploaded an APK that is not zip aligned. You will need to run a zip align tool on
your APK and upload it again.”

● “You uploaded an APK with an invalid signature (learn more about signing). Error from
apksigner: ERROR: JAR_SIG_NO_MANIFEST: Missing META-INF/MANIFEST.MF”
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Only the second error message gives signposting to the developer documentation to learn
more about signing an APK file. Otherwise, learning about signing an APK file would mean
locating and referring to the developer documentation.118

iOS

Code signing on Apple involves setting up the app in Apple’s App Store Connect website and
creating provisioning profiles which act like a link between the device and the developer
account. Without the correct provisioning setup, the developer cannot install an app onto a
device for testing purposes or upload to TestFlight.

When adding a provisioning profile to the development environment (Xcode), the profile pulls
the developer’s certificate from their Keychain and Xcode uses it to sign the code. Any
devices added to Xcode are matched with the UUIDs in the provisioning profile to see if the
code can be run locally to a specific device. The App ID in the provisioning profile also
checks that it matches the bundle identifier of the app, that the entitlements required are
associated with the App ID and that the private key matches up with the public key in the
certificate. If any of these steps fail, Xcode will fail and not allow the developer to build the
project.

Different provisioning profiles are also required for external testing outside the app store (Ad
Hoc/Enterprise) and for distributing using TestFlight or the Apple App Store.

The ‘Ad Hoc’ distribution type allows the app to be installed on a finite set of iOS devices
outside of the Apple App Store and is most commonly used for external testing.

‘Enterprise’ distribution allows bigger companies to distribute in house applications to
enterprise approved devices which are outside of the app store.

The final distribution type is ‘App Store’ which is used for distribution via TestFlight or the
Apple App Store after submission.

If the provisioning profiles are not set up correctly, the developer will be informed instantly
through Xcode. For example, trying to upload a build with the wrong profile will inform the
developer before the build is created.

Windows

UWP packages must be signed with a certificate. Normally, any end-users would need this119

certificate installed as a trusted certificate on their Windows device in order to be able to
install the app. However, when packages are uploaded to the Microsoft Store they are also
automatically signed with a trusted certificate associated with the developer account which
will work for end-users.

119 Microsoft developer - packaging UWP apps:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/msix/package/packaging-uwp-apps

118 Android developer - app signing: https://developer.android.com/studio/publish/app-signing
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Visual Studio connects to the developer account in order to package the app. It is not
possible in Visual Studio to package an app without signing it, as MSIX packages must be
signed. Therefore, developers can be sure that any packages they create with Visual Studio
are signed.

Feature specific methodology

The main data source for the investigation into code signing on all platforms was
information found by implementing an app which requires the use of code signing, creating
correct and incorrect versions,   and uploading them to the relevant stores to see what
feedback was provided, if any.

Store: Google Play Store

The Code Signing classification given for the Google Play Store was Active Information
because when uploading an APK file to the Play Store which is unsigned you will receive an
error message which will link out to some of the developer documentation for code signing.
120

Stores: Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal, Huawei

AppGallery, UpToDown

The Code Signing classification given for the above stores was Passive Information because
uploading an unsigned APK file gave an error message. They do not provide documentation
for implementing code signing. There was no signposting to Android developer
documentation for code signing.

120Android developer - app signing: https://developer.android.com/studio/publish/app-signing
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Error messages

Samsung Galaxy Store Seller Portal: “Signature is invalid. (Missing
META-INF/MANIFEST.MF).”

Huawei AppGallery: “The name of the uploaded package is different from that of the released
package. Upload again using another name, the AppGallery console.” 121

UpToDown: “Error:please contact admin.”

Store: Apple App Store

The Code Signing classification given for the Apple App Store was Active Information
because developers are instantly informed by App Store Connect via provisioning profiles
and Xcode whether or not everything is set up as expected. If developers try to upload a
build with the wrong code signing, they are informed before the build even starts uploading.
The same goes for trying to build a development device not added to the correct profile.122

Store: Cydia

The Code Signing classification given for Cydia was Passive Information because the code
signing provided by Apple needs to be removed in order for the store to work. Half of the123

work is done by the jailbreak which removes the signature verification but the developer still
has work to do in the app to get it ready for the Cydia store.

There are three options:

● Self signing - As the verification process has been removed in the jailbreak,
developers can use any signing identity. Guides are provided on how to do this.

123 Cydia - Code Signing: https://cydia.saurik.com/codesign.html
122   Apple developer - Code Signing: https://developer.apple.com/support/code-signing/

121 Huawei developer - App management FAQ:
https://developer.huawei.com/consumer/en/doc/30207
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● Pseudo signing - Cydia provides an app called Idid which generates the hashes which
are checked by Apple’s kernel.

● Disabling the check - With Cydia, developers have access to the iPhone terminal. The
documentation provides a script that can disable the security checks (and also
removes other security) .124

Store: Microsoft Store

The Code Signing classification given for the Microsoft Store was Passive Information
because there is information about code signing in the developer documentation but this125

is not directly linked to from the store package upload page. There is no feedback given in
the store regarding code signing.

When creating UWP packages, Visual Studio connects to the developer account to package
and sign the app appropriately. Therefore, it is not possible to create an unsigned package,
nor possible to upload an unsigned package to the store. There is information in the
developer documentation about creating signed packages but this is not linked to directly
from the store package upload process.

There was no feedback in the package upload process regarding signing or certificates.
However, testing was only performed with a single developer account. There may be
feedback provided if a package is uploaded which was created with the wrong developer
account but this was not tested.

Stores: Amazon Appstore, Aptoide, GetJar, APKPure

The Code Signing classification given for the above app stores was Information Not Available
because they did not provide feedback when testing this feature on the platform. Uploading
an unsigned APK file did not give any error message on the developer console. There was no

125 Microsoft developer documentation - Packaging MSIX apps:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/msix/package/packaging-uwp-apps

124 Cydia - Bypassing signatures: http://www.saurik.com/id/8
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signposting to developer documentation for code signing. The stores do not provide their
own documentation about implementing code signing.

Aptoide

Apadmi was unable to test uploading an unsigned release APK to check if there was an error
message.

Conclusions
The main finding of this report was that the official app stores contained the most
comprehensive information relating to security and privacy through feedback,
documentation and policies, whilst the third-party app stores contained little to no relevant
information.

However, most of the information available on the official app stores was not presented to
the developer, instead the developer had to find the relevant documentation or policy
themselves. Consequently, eight of the twelve categories (67%) for the Apple App Store and
nine of the twelve categories (75%) for the Google Play Store and Microsoft Store were
awarded the classification of Passive Information. The app stores therefore relied on the
developer being aware of the potential security or privacy related concerns of the feature
that they were working on.

The three categories on the Google Play Store that were not classified as Passive
Information were Code Signing, Logging and Privacy Policy & T&Cs. Code Signing and
Logging were both classified as Active Information as the developer was presented with
immediate feedback when uploading the app to the app store, along with references to
relevant documentation. Privacy Policy & T&Cs were awarded a split classification, Privacy
Policy was classified as Active Information as the developer was presented with immediate
feedback when uploading the app to the app store, whilst T&Cs was awarded the
classification of Information Not Available as no feedback or documentation was provided
indicating that T&Cs were required.

The four categories on the official Apple App Store that were not classified as Passive
Information were Code Signing, Jailbreaking & Rooting, Obfuscation and Logging. Code
Signing was classified as Active Information as the developer was presented with immediate
feedback when uploading to the app store, along with references to relevant documentation.
Jailbreaking & Rooting was classified as Information Not Available as the only
documentation on the Apple site is limited to discussing the negative impact of Jailbreaking
on a device owner and does not contain any security or privacy related information for a
developer. Obfuscation was classified as Information Not Available as there was no
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documentation available related to Obfuscation. Logging was classified as Information Not
Available as, whilst there is developer documentation available, it does not provide any
documentation or feedback related to security or privacy.

The three categories on the official Microsoft store that were not classified as Passive
Information were Jailbreaking & Rooting, Logging and Privacy Policy & T&Cs. All three of
these categories were given the classification Information Not Available. Windows 10 allows
applications to be installed from any source so the concept of Jailbreaking & Rooting does
not apply. The developer documentation has information regarding Logging but it does not
cover security or privacy. Privacy Policy and T&Cs were awarded a split classification;
Privacy Policy was classified as Active Information as the developer was presented with
immediate feedback when uploading the app to the app store, along with references to
relevant documentation. T&Cs was awarded the classification Information Not Available as
neither the app store nor the documentation contained relevant information.

The Samsung and Huawei manufacturer-supported app stores were assigned Information
Not Available for every category except for Code Signing and Privacy Policy and T&Cs (83%).
The app stores gave feedback when uploading if the app had not been Code Signed correctly
but did not provide any further information; consequently the stores were awarded the
classification Passive Information for Code Signing. Both the Samsung and the Huawei app
stores provided documentation related to Privacy but this documentation was not
referenced during the upload process; consequently these stores were given the Passive
Information classification for Privacy. Neither of these app stores provided documentation or
feedback related to app T&Cs, so they were awarded the classification Information Not
Available for T&Cs.

The Amazon manufacturer-supported app store was awarded Information Not Available for
every classification except for Advertiser Tracking, Privacy Policy and T&Cs (83%). The store
was assigned the classification of Active Information for Advertiser Tracking as it provided
clear links to documentation related to advert privacy and security on the app page. The
store provided documentation relating to Privacy Policy but this documentation was not
referenced during the upload process; consequently the app store was given the Passive
Information classification for Privacy Policy. The app store provided no documentation or
feedback related to app Terms and Conditions so it was awarded the classification
Information Not Available for T&Cs.

The third-party app stores Aptoide, GetJar and APKPure were awarded Information Not
Available for every category (100%) as they did not provide any feedback or have any
documentation regarding security or privacy.

The third-party app stores Cydia and UpToDown were awarded Information Not Available for
every category except for Code Signing (92%). Cydia and UpToDown both gave feedback if
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the app had not been Code Signed correctly but did not provide any further information;
consequently they were awarded the Passive Information classification for the Code Signing
category. The Cydia store had guides available on how to Code Sign an app for the Cydia
store but they were not referenced during the upload process; consequently the store was
also given the Passive Information classification.

It is worth noting that none of the app stores were awarded the classification of Blocked
Information or Paid Information for any category, indicating that app store operators did not
put up any barriers to entry for developers wishing to upload an app to their stores.

The Apple, Google and Microsoft app stores all provide training in the form of
documentation, guides and videos whereas none of the other app stores provide any training
related to security or privacy.

Prior to beginning this study we knew that we had the limitation of not submitting the apps
for the final review process on the app stores. From our experience of using the official app
stores, we knew that this process would provide additional feedback related to security and
privacy. We have limited experience with the third-party app stores but some may provide
additional feedback during the final review process. The exception to this is the Cydia app
store as all apps are pulled from third-party repositories rather than being hosted by Cydia
itself. This means that there is no actual review or submission process available on that app
store.

If the study were to be repeated we would recommend that, where possible, the apps be
submitted for final review on each of the app stores as we would expect many of the
categories, particularly for the official app stores, to then be classified as Active Information.

The official Google and Microsoft app stores rely on developers knowing that security and
privacy issues exist and how to limit them for nine of the twelve categories (75%), whilst the
official Apple app store relies on this knowledge for eight of the twelve categories (67%). For
the third-party app stores, this reliance ranged from eleven out of twelve categories (92%) for
the Amazon app store, to twelve out of twelve categories (100%) for all of the other app
stores.

Comparison Tables
The following tables show the classifications for each of the features in each of the stores
on the relevant operating platform.
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Android

The findings for the tested app stores on the Android platform.

Google
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iOS

The findings for the tested app stores on the iOS platform.
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Windows 10

The findings for the tested app stores on the Windows 10 platform.
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